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GSA Advantage Catalog Upload Price List Effective 9/1/2016. FedMall prices effective 8/1/2019 

GSA Advantage! Easy SIP® and  
Easy Mod Catalog Upload Services 

Service Categories 

  Single (1) 
3 Upload Annual 
Subscription (2) 

Unlimited Uploads 
Annual Subscription (3) 

 

GSA Advantage! Product Catalogs (spreadsheet based price lists) including photos  

up to 100 line items $150 $320 $520 

up to 10,000 line items $250 $550 $795 

up to 50,000 line items $350 $725 $1070 

up to 100,000 line items $450 $900 $1,340 

each additional 100,000 line items $300 $525 $820 

Additional charge for uploading your text file with your product catalog 

GSA eLibrary terms & conditions (DOC or PDF) Add $50 Free Free 

GSA eLIbrary Terms and Conditions (price list, text catalog, labor or services pricing, price book) 
GSA eLibrary Text File (terms and conditions) only $150 $275 $520 

All prices include reasonable amounts of telephone and email support.  Discounts apply if you do not want us to assist 
with your upload or review your results before presenting them to you. 

1) Price for individual uploads.  Reduce price by $50 if you do it yourself on the web site. 
2) 3 Upload Annual Subscription: Based on size of full catalog and 3 uploads or 12 months, whichever comes first. 

Reduce price by $100 if you do these yourself on the web site. 
3) Unlimited Upload Annual Subscription: Unlimited uploads for 12 months. Reduce price by $250 if you do this 

yourself on the web site for all rows except the “additional 100,000”. 
These prices do not include any file or data manipulation. Please contact us for Catalog Preparation Service quotes 

 

Price Table Explanation: 

SenSoft’s Easy SIP® and Easy Mod GSA Advantage! Catalog Upload Services are available to anyone with a GSA, VA, or DLA 
contract or BPA who wants to  upload information to the GSA Advantage!® web site https://www.gsaadvantage.gov   For 
FedMall prices, double the line item counts shown, so up to 200 items for $150, 20,000 items for $250, etc.  The SenSoft service 
is the industry leading alternative to the GSA SIP program and is used by thousands of GSA and VA schedule contract holders who 
prefer our features and services to those provided by the GSA SIP program. 

GSA Advantage Product Catalogs (spreadsheet based price lists) including photos 

GSA Advantage Product catalogs can have many names.  GSA sometimes refers to these as data, or as your SIP file.  It is your 
Authorized Price List and we process it from an ordinary price list spreadsheet; there is no need to split your spreadsheet into 
multiple files with a very specific format. Buyers can “click purchase” items through the GSA web site. Photos can be provided as 
photo files or web addresses (URLs), and our system resolves naming, type, and size issues. 

GSA eLibrary Terms and Conditions (price list, text catalog, labor or services pricing, price book). 

GSA and VA refer to this catalog type as a “Text” file, as a Terms and Conditions document, as Labor Prices, or sometimes as the 
equivalent of your paper catalog.  Buyers can download the PDF and view your contract terms, awarded SINs, shipping terms, 
warrantees, labor prices, etc. from the eLibrary site and GSA Advantage!® 

 

https://www.gsaadvantage.gov/

